Magnetic Chip Based Extracorporeal Circulation: A New Tool for Circulating Tumor Cell in Vivo Detection.
In vivo detection of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) which inspect all of the circulating blood in body seems to have more advantages on cell capture, especially in earlier cancer diagnosis. Herein, based on in vivo microfluidic chip detection system (IV-chip-system), an extracorporeal circulation was constructed to effectively detect and monitor CTCs in vivo. Combined with microfluidic chip and immunomagnetic nanosphere (IMN), this system not only acts as a window for CTC monitoring but also serves as a collector for further cancer diagnosis and research on CTCs. Compared with the current in vivo detection method, this system can capture and detect CTCs in the bloodstream without any pretreatments, and it also has a higher CTC capture efficiency. It is worth mentioning that this system is stable and biocompatible without any irreversible damage to living animals. Taking use of this system, the mimicked CTC cleanup process in the blood vessel is monitored, which may open new insights in cancer research and early cancer diagnosis.